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ABSTRACT 

PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS OF A HYDRAULIC GEAR 
, 

PUMP HOUSING 

Joseph P. Rudinec 

IA as t e r o f S c i e n c e i n E n g r n e e r i n g 

Youngstown State University, 1973 

The purpose of this investigation was to experi

mentally determine the stresses in a hydrauf re gear pump 

housfng (using the photoelastic stress freezing technique), 

and to recommend criterfa for future designs. 

The gear housing is considered as a plane stress 

problem with difficultles in an analytical solution that 

arise from the complex shape, method of restraint, and 

the deperidence of the internal pressure distribution upon 

the rotational ~peed of the pump. 

A ful I scale housing model was machined from a 

suitable photoelastfc material, and assem~led into a pump. 

This pump model was then operated at a scaled pressure 

load whfle subjected to the stress freezing cycle. 

A slice from the model was analyzed using conven

tional photoelastfc technJques. The maximum stress was 

determined, and recommendations were made to reduce this 

stress level. 

YOUNGSTOWN STATE UNIVERSl]J 
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CHAPTER 

f NTRODUCT I ON 

The trend in the mobile hydraulics fndustry toward 

constantly increasing operating pressures, while demanding 

smaller components of increased capacity, makes it essen

tial for designers to accurately predict the behavior of 

present as wel I as future designs of hydraulic components~ 

External gear pumps of the type shown in Figure I, 

are widely used in the hydraulic power systems to orovide 

a continuous transfer of the fluid. Operation of the pump 

is shown schematically by Figure 2. Two gears (contained 

inside the gear housing) are made to rotate. This trans

fers the fluid trapped between the gear teeth from the in-

let to the outlet. Reverse flow of the fluid is restricted 

by the gear mesh, sea I ing between the gear tips and the 

housing, and sealing between the gear faces and the thrust 

plates. 

The pump selected for analysis was a Commercfal 

Shearfng Inc. model P75A-I½. This is the medium gear width 

in a very popular series. The unit is rated at 2400 rpm 

and 2500 psi, which is typical Jn the American mobile hy

draul Jes industry. 
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PARTS LIST 
13 

1. Snap ring 
2. Outboard bearing 
3. Seal retainer 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

'O' ring 
Lip seal 
Shaft end cover 
Plug 
Ring seals 
Roller bearings 

10. Pocket seals 
11. Thrust plates 
12. Gear set 
13. Section rings 
14. Gear housing 
15. Port end cover 
16. Name plate 
17. Drive screws 
18. Washers 
19. Bolts 

- COMMERCIAL HHEARIIVC, I/VG. 

P75 ru 

Fig. !.--Exploded vfew of a Commerclat Shearing fnc. P75 
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It is seen in Figure 2 that external gear pumps are 

inherently unbalanced by the pressure differential across the 

gears. This causes several problems, one of which is the 

stress in the gear housing. The difficulty in mathematical 

analysis occurs since the housing is a complex shaoe, re

strained by friction, with a non-symmetrical internal pres

sure distribution dependent on pump speed. 

A photoelastic model of the gear housfng was con

structed to ful I scale. A production pump was assembled 

with this housing and stresses were frozen in the photo

elastic material while the pump was operating under scaled 

conditions. It was then possible to analyze the stress on 

any plane in the housfng by slfcing the photoelastic model. 



CHAPTER 11 

ESTABLISHMENT OF TEST PARAMETERS 

The CfrcuJt 

The test circuit for operating the model rs shown 

schemattcal ly in Figure 3. The fluid (Ambrex 97K from 

JAobfl Oil Co.) is drawn tnto the model by partial vacuum 

as indicated by the pressure gauge P 1• The flow out of the 

model is restricted by the needle valves v 1 and v2 • This 

causes the pump to see an outlet pressure which is indicated 

by P2 • A portion of the pump flow, as regulated by the set

ting of v2 , is channeled through the heat exchanger, cooled, 

and combined with the flow going through v 1 which ls then 

returned to the tank. The fluid temperature for the system 

is recorded by the thermocouple T 1 suspended in the tank. 

The Model 

5 

When establ ishfng a pressure load for the model, em

phasis was placed on having the load low enough to prevent 

rupture or significant deformations. Conversely, the load 

must be high enough to establish fringes of an order that can 

be analyzed. One point cannot be overemphasized--if the load 



V2 
P1 

v, 

' T1 

. I ~ 
Fig. 3.--Schematic of test cfrcuft 

°' 
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is low and no fringes or significant deformattons can be de

tected prior to slicing, it is possible to rerun the model at 

an increased load; whereas, rupture or lar.ge deformations 

invalidate the test data and would require the construction 

of a new model in order to rerun the test. 

A scale factor of 208 was selected as being adequate. 

It can then be us ed to dete r ~fneflh~ outlet pressure of the 

operating model. 

Pm= 2500 psig 
208 

Pm = 12 psig 

PM= model pressure, osig 

Pact= actual pressure, psig 

S.F. = scale factor, 208 

The required nut torque on the studs is de-rermined 

in the same manner. 

TM= 2400 in - !bf 
208 

TM = model torque, in-lbf 

Tact= actual torque, Tn !bf 

S.F. = sc2!e f ac t or, 208 

Sine• the avaf lable torque wrench was calibrated 

In foot pounds, thfs value was rounded to f foot oound 

(12 In. - tbf). 

OUNGSTOWN STATE UNIVEHSlIJ 
LIBRARY 
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Since the material used for the ,housing model (Photo

e lastic, PLM-48) is susceptible to creep at stress freezing 

temperatures, it is advfsa~fe to spring load the nuts to in

sure the force wit I be maintained. Thls·was accompllshed as 

shown in Figure 4. 
The fol lowing spring was selected since it fits 

,-
nice I y over the ~tud and betweenithe washers, has an accept-

able spring constant, and was readfly available. 

CS inc. Part No.-----------Al327-320 

Rate---------------202 !bf/in. 

OD-----------------1.00 in. 

Wire dia.---------- • 156 in. 

Fr e e I e n g th - - - - - - - - 2 • 54 I i n • 

Sol id length-------1.404 in. 

It was experimentally determined that 12 fn.-lbf 

of nut torque would compress the spring to a length of 1.9125 

inches. Then al I eight springs were set to this length as

suring uniform forces. To faci! itate spring instal latfon 

and to provide a means of anchoring the model to the oven, 

the studs were selected to extend between one and two inches 

beyond the compressed springs. 

Inlet and outlet ports (both I inch N.P.T.) as well 

as taps for the pressure 
I . 

gauges ( 4 Tnch N.P.T.) were located 

in the port end cover. 
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· poRT END COVER 

Fig. 4.--Method of maintaining preload on the studs 
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The Motor 

The horsepower requlrements to drfve th loaded model 

can be determrned usfng SAE formulae. At low pressure, the 

Internal slfp loss ls zero and the ~ump de I Ivery fs equal to 

the theoretical flow. Since the model fs a full scale pump, 
' 

these equations wff I be equaf .ly valid for both the pump and 

the model. 

Q = D*N Q = theoretfcal flow 

D = theoretfcal dfsplacement 
oer revolutfon 

N = pump rotatfonal speed 

For a Commercfal Shearing tnc. P75A-t! (D=6.15 fn.3/rev) 

operating at 600 rpm and 12 psfg, thfs equatfon yfelds, 

as, 1 

( 6. 15 f n 3 )( 600 rev ) 
o = rev mTn 

231 Jn3/gaf 

Q = 16 gal/mfn 

The hydrautfc horsepower (power output) Js calculated 

Hyd HP = 

_.9.tl 231 fn3 
1HP = mTn * gal 

I bf 
*~ 

If t I HP * 12 f n * -3-3-,-0-0---0-, b,...f_/_m_,l_n 

gpm * 4s1 
HP = 171 
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A production unit of this type generally operates 

with an ov eral I efficiency of 85% or more at rated speed and 

pressure (2400 rpm and 2500 psi). However, at low pres

sures, this efficiency can drop to 50% or less. -This occurs 

here since power is required to overcome internal friction 

and at low pressures, there is very l ittte hydraulic power 

output. Assuming a 50% overal I efficiency, the aporoximate 

Input horsepower rs then calculated: 

Hydraulic HP 
Input HP = Over-al I Eff. 

(.112 HP) 
Input HP= .5 

Input HP = .224 HP 

Noting that power losses are incurred in the drive 

train (shown schematically in Figure 5), and the fact that 

the model must be operated contfnuously for six days under 

load, a one-horsepower motor was determined to be suit

able (this yields a safety factor of 4). 



1800 
RPM 

2½"P.D. 

n I II 
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Fig. 5.--Schematic of the drive train 



The Heat Exchanger 

The model pu mp does no useful work; therefore, it 

' is reasonable to assume that al I the work input is dis-

sipated as heat going into the fluid. Since it is neces

sary to maintain the model temperature very near to the 

oven temperature, this heat must be removed from the fluid 

by a heat exchanger capable of removing 571 BTU/hr. 

13 

( .224 HP * 25~-5 ~i~HR ) • The heat exchanger was o I aced 

outside of the oven and it becomes important to realize that 

571 BTU/hr must be removed independent of the fluid tempera

ture. 

The heat exchanger used here consisted of 40 feet 

of .25 inch diameter copper tubing, wound to form an 8 inch 

diameter coil and spread to a five foot length. The tem

perature balance between the oven and the fluid was main

tained by manually regulating the flow through the coils. 

This proved to be satisfactory down to a 60° F temperature 

differential, although it did require frequent adjustments. i 
I 

. I 



The Oven 

The oven, Photolastfc Model P-2307-M, was used for 

this test after the fottowfng modfffcatfons were made: 

I. The rear window was removed to permft runnfng 

a lfne to and from the heat exchanger. (This Is 

accomp!lshed by removing all the retaining screws 

and careful ty lifting out the wfndow, noting that 

the glass panes are loose). A styrofoam block was 

cut to replace the window and presented no orobtem 

with heat toss. 

2. The vents on the too of the oven were removed to 

permit mounting the soeed reducer and provide a 

means to insert the drfve shaft. 

The com,onents were then mounted as shown Jn 

Figure 6. 

,4 

I . 
I 

Ir 
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\ Fig. 6.--Photograph of test assembly 



CHAPTER 111 

TEST PROCEDURES 

The entire stress freezing operation can be sum

marized as loading the model, heating to slightly above the 

critical temperature of the epoxy (PLM-48), and slow cool

ing while maintaining the load. 

The fol lowing time-temoerature cycle was used: 

I. Heating at a rat~ of 10° F/hr until 230° F 

was reached-. 

2. Soaking the model at 230° F for three hours. 
-r 

One hour per inch of housing width. 

3. Cooling at a ·rate of 1° F/hr for the first 

50° F. Then cooling at a rate of 3° F/hr to 

room temperature. 

16 

Temperature control of the oven is regulated through 

the use of _ the Partlow Model RFCSS Recording Temperature 

Programmer. Cams for temperature programming are conitructed 

in the fol lowing manner: 

I. Plot the time-tempera t ure program on one of the 

paper charts supplied. Connect these points with 

a smooth curve. 

Figure 7. 

Illustrated as curve A in 
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2. On curve A, draw a series of connected 3/8" diameter 

circles (B). 

3. Draw the smooth cu~ve C tangent to the cfrcles. 

4. Using rubber cement, glue the chart to a sheet of 

1/8" plastic. 

5. Drill a½" diameter center hole, and cut the plastic 

to conform to curve C. 

It proved helpful to leave the chart oaper glued to 

the plastic cam. This provided a reference to the time

temperature cycle making it easier to determine the time 

for cam changes. 
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Fig. 7.--Layout of the time-temperature orogram 
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Prior to the actual stress freezing~ the cfrcuit 

was tested with a production pump. This was done Tn an at

tempt to determine the effect viscosity changes have on out

let pressure, and the amount valve v 1 must be adjusted for 

compensating purposes. 

The following test procedure was adhered to and ap

peared satisfactory: 

I. lnstal I new chart caper and ad .Just for correct time 

of day. Check the pen to assure it is fut I of Ink 

and writing properiy. 

2. lnstal I the first cam and set it to the start of the 

cycle. 

3. Load the calibration specimen. 

4- Open valves v1 and v2 • 

5. Check the electric motor for ali~nment and start it. 

6. Close v2 one-quarter of a turn. 

7. Adjust v1 to obtain a reading of 12 psig. 

8. Set the percentage timer to l00~. 

9. Set the heat Tnput to maximum. 

10. Turn the oven on and depress the reset button. 

I I. Turn on the Partlow Programmer. 

12. Monitor outlet pressu re and oil temperature, reset

ting whenever necessary. 



CHAPTER IV 

EVALUATION ·oF TEST DATA 

The Polariscooe 

The technique of photoelastic stress analysis can 

be used to provide the fol lowing information: 

I. The directions of the principal stresses. These 

are seen as lsociinic (black) I ines when the speci

men is viewed through a plane polariscope. The 

isoclinic I ines can be seen to move as the ana

lyzer is rotated. 

2. The difference between the principal stresses. 

These are the isochromatic I ines and are clearty 

visible through a circular polariscope. The magni

tude of the stress difference is calculated as 

l er, - 0-2 / = NF 

where N = Fringe order 

20 

F = Fringe value of the eooxy resin 

A col I imated I ight polariscope, shown in Figure 8, 

was used in the analysis. It was adjusted for use as a dark 
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field circular polariscope with a monochromatic light source. 

The loading frame (supplied with the polariscope) served to 

position and support the model. 

The photographs us 2d in the final analysis were ob

tained by placing the camera as shown in Figure 8. The 

proper exposure was determined by aiming a I ight meter (set 

to measure reflected I ight) at the model. 



L C, f P Q, M Q, A C, 

Fig. 8 - Elements of a Polartscope. 

L - llght source; 
c, and C2 - condensers; 
F - fitter; 
P - potarlzer; 
01 and 02 - ~uarter-wave plates: 
M - model; 
A - analyzer. 
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The Catfbration 

The exact properties of the epoxy resfn, at the 
; 

time of stress freezing, can only be determined by con-

structing another model of the same material and loading 

ft fn such a manner that the stress dlstrfbutfon wfll be 

known. Both the calfbratfon model and the pump model are 

then sfmultaneously subjected to the stress freezing cycle. 

The stress In both models is then tocked In at the sa•e 

tfme and temperature,removing these as posslbfe varfab1es. 

The cat ibratton model for the test was the simple 

tensile specimen shown in Figure 9. The tensile specimen 
b 

was selected since rtGJs loading was stable even with the 

slight vibration of the oven produced by driving the pump 

modal. 

23 

The calibration model was analyzed from a full• 

seal~ photograph of the isochromatfcs. The fringe order was 

determined at various cross sections by countfng frfnges 

(Figure 10) on overlay number I and the stress was then 

calculated. Plotting the stress as a function order 

(Figure. II) ft can be seen they are I inearly related. 
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Fig. 10.--l ~ochromat ic ffing~ oattern 
i n r h ~ c a ! i b ,- a I i o n n o r:· ": I 

OVERLAY NO. I 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE FRINGES 
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The equation of the best-flt strafght lfne between 

these data points was determfned by the Least Squares 

Method. That fs for the equation: 

y = mx + b 

n ~xy - l'x Zy 
m -- n I. x2 - ( f X )2 

y = stress, psi 

m = slope frfnge vaiue 

x = fringe order, N 

b = zero fntercept 

(7)(1482.9) - (35)(283.2) 
m = (7)(182) - (35)(35) 

m = 9.56 psf/frfnge n = no. of data points 

}:: x = 35 fr Inge 

r y = 283.2 psi 

£ xy = 1482.9 fringe-psi 

rx2 = 182 frfnge 2 

b = 
(283.2)(182) - (35)(1482.9) 

(7)( 182) - (35) 2 

b =-7.33 ps 1 

27 



The equatron of the best-flt strafght lfne becomes 

or 

The A\odel 

The pressure dfstributfon In an actual pump oper

ating at 600 rpm with an outtet pressure of 1950 pstg is 

Illustrated in Figure 12.2 This fndJcates that the pres

sure Increases from Inlet pressure to 95% of outlet pres

sure wfth!n an angle of 40 degrees (20°~-e-~60°) and then 

gradually increases to full outlet pressure In the next 

100 degrees (60°~-e-~160°). Since the housing model Js 

28 

a full-scale gear housing made from an epoxy, ft ts reason

able to assume the same pressure distribution (although 

scaled to a tower pressure) wtll be present when runnfng 

the model. 

2commercial Shearing Inc., Report No. 7512-IJOC 
Pressure DTstrfbutJon Around a P75 Gear, Nov. 19, 1970, 
Carl M. Singer. 
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Referring to Figure 13, it is seen that the stress ln 

the z direction is generated by tightening the fasteners. The 

fasteners transmit a force to the end covers whfch, In turn, 

exert a compressive force on the gear housing faces. ·For the 

actual pump, this can be calculated as3 

Bolt force = 14,920 !bf/bolt 

Total bolt force = (8 botts)*(l4,920 !bf/bolt) 

Total bolt force = I 19,360 lbf 

This total force is transmitted to the face of the gear hous

ing (Face area= 40.26 in2) and, when the Internal oressure 

Js zero, the stress in the z direction is calculated as 

Oz = 

F 
A 

I 19360 I bf 

40.26 in2 

When the pump is loaded to 2500 psig, an internal 

force (pressure* area) is produced which ooooses the bolt 

force and reduces the stress fn the z direction to 2450 psi. 

3commercial Shearing Inc., Analvtfcal Stress 
Analysis of a "P" Series Pump, Feb. 12, 1971, Joe Rudinec. 
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Falture of an actual non-ported gear housing Js char

acterized by a crack as shown In Ffgure 13. Thfs can be used 

as an Indication that the ~axtmum stress occurs fn th• x, y 

plane. The slice used In thfs analysls was taken Jn order to 

detormfne this stress. 

When retatfng the model stress to the stress In the 

actual part, ft should be noted that the stress dfstrfbutfon 

Is not a function of the modulus of elastfcfty, and the stress 

at one load fs lfntarty related to the stress at another 

(within the elastic lfmlt). A scale factor between the model 

and actual housing stress is determined as, 

actual load 
Scale factor = model load 

S.F. = 2200 
12 

psfg 
pslg 

S.F. = 208 

The difference In th~ prfncfpal stresses befng meas

ured In the x, y plan• (Aefm) fs related to the actual stress 

dlfforence fn th• x, y plane ~O'"a) and the compressive stress 

In the z d f rec t I on ( <1z) by th9 equa t f on, .AOn; = .lHJa -V(1z where 

v fs Poisson's ratfo. The term V<1z wfl I be at the maxfmum 

value when the photoetastfc materJat fs consfdefed to be per

fectly plastic (v=.5). Scaring er; from th• actual part to 

the model <r; = -12 psf and the equation reduces to 

Ao;, = ilO. + ( .5)( 12) 

.a (Jm = ll<Ja + 6 osl 

This fndlcates that the stress difference being meas

ured Is larger than the actual stress df fference Jn the x, y 
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plane (by 6 psi) and the assumption of plane stress (4<>; =4~) 

wf 11 Indicate stress df fferenc3s that are larger than actual. • 

For a 4~))5.9 ps f, the error Introduced by assumfng plane stress · 

wfll be small (for a sixth order fringe thfs amounts to 12%). 

The stress fn the gear housing Js calcutatad as, 

Actual stress= scale factor* model stress 

For example, a sixth order frfnge In the model fndfcates a 

dffferentfal stress of 

y = 9.56x - 7.33 

y = (9.56)(6) - 7.33 

y = 50 psf (model) 

The scale factor is used to relate model stress (at a 12 pslg 

load} to actual stress (at a 2500 psfg load). The actual 

stress differential can then ba calculated, 

Actual stress= scale factor* model stress 

.!ICJact = 208 * 50 psi 

Ll {Ja c t = I O, 400 p s f 

Sfnce the fringe order fn the model fndfcates the 

difference between the prfncfpal stresses (Oj - ~), the 

indlvidual components of stress can only be determfned ff 

one of them fs already k~own (or determ1ned by oblfque tn

ctdence). If the free surfaces are consfdered, the prJncf

pal stresses on the surface are tangent and normal to the 



TABLE f 

TABULATION OF DIFFERENTIAL STRESS IN THE 

MODEL AND THE ACTUAL HOUSING 

PROTOTYPE 
MODEL (SF=208) 

Fr J nge Order · (Cfj - ~) (CJ"j - . ~) 

N PS I PS I 

I 2.2 458 

I. 5 7.0 1456 
2 ".8 2454 
2.5 16.6 3453 

3 21.4 445, 
26. I 5429 

.. 
3.5 

4 30.9 6427 

4.5 35.7 7426 

5 40.5 8424 

5.5 45.25 9412 

6 50.0 10400 

6.5 54.8 1 r 398 

7 59.6 12397 

7.5 64.4 13395 
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point of Interest. ft is noted that the stress normal to 

the surface Is equal to the pressure on the surface, and 

for free surfaces, cr2 wt 11 ,be equal to zero. 
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The stress dlfference (<rj - ~) fs tabulated fn 

Table I for both the model and the actual part (scale factor 

or 208} as a functfon of the frfnge order In the model. 

The tsochromatfc fringe pattern fs shown in Figure 14. 
The fringe orders were fdentfffed by counting the frfnges, 

and recorded on overlay number 2. The highest order fringes 

are located on the Inside surfaces of the boft holes num

bered I, 5 and 2, 6. Hofe number 5 has a fringe order of 

9 (which was the highest) but on close fnspectlon, ft rs 

suspected that this occurred from the housing contacting 

the bolt. This would cause an abnormally hlgh fringe order 

at the point of contact and wlll cause this data point to 

be neglected. 

The loading on the model Is symmetric wfth resp~ct 

to the horizontal centerlfne and ft Is possible to concen

trate the analysis on the top haff of the housing and neg

lect the sectfon contalnfng bolt 5. Studying the frfnge 

pattern around hole number I, ft appears that a sflght bolt 

contact may have occurred here. The effect of the contact 

appears to be small and will, therefore, be neglected. 



Fig. 14.--lsochrornatic fringe pattern In the housing model 

O,VERLAY NO. 2 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE FRINGES 
OVERLAY NO. 3 

FRINGE VALUES AT THE SURFACES 



The fringe order at the surfaces of the model are 

recorded on overlay number 3. 

The highest order f.ringe in the top half of the 

model occurs at the fnslde surface of hole number 2. This 

is a seventh order fringe and corresponds to a model stress 

difference (Oj - ~) of 59.6 psi. Sfnce thts stress occurs 

at a free surface exposed to atmospherfc pressure~= O 

and <Ji= 59.6 psf in the x, y plane In a dfrectfon tangent 

to the surface. This corresponds to a stress of 12,397· psl 

In the actual part. Considering that the gear housing Is 

a continuous medium, it has been determined that the en

tire section has the general stress mode of tension. 

The housing is made of grey cast Iron (class G3000) 

having a tensfle strength of ;o,ooo psi. For a static load 

there is a factor of safety of 

Factor of Safety = 

Factor of Safety = 

10,000 psf 
2,397 psi 
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Considering the possfbilfty of the pump being sub

jected to a cyclic toad with the outlet pressure fluctuatfng 

between 100 psfg and 2500 psig, the endurance limft of the 



Iron fs calculated4 

<Jen durance = (endurance lfmft)(cr,. 0 nslte> 

. CT"endurance = (~4)*(30,000) 

O'endurance = 12,000 psf 

The factor of safety then becomes .97. 

4Mechanlcs of Metals, Frank A. o, Jsa, Addfson
Wesley Publishing Company, 1968, Table 7-1, Page 322. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this Investigation are encouraging 

and explain the mode of failure that is experienced In the 

ffeld. That Is, when an unported gear housing fractures, 

ft does so across the bolt hole nu~bered 2 or 6. 

For the sake of completeness, the probleMs en

countered when testing are mentioned. The ffrst attempt 

at stress freezing the model was terminated when rt was 

discovered that the bolt force was sufficient to cause 
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creep at the stress freezing temperature. This eliminated 

the Internal clearance (.005 inches}, made rt very dffffcult 

to start the pu~p, and generated more heat than could be 

effectlvely removed. 

For the second run, the thrust plates were machJned 

to provide the .005 fnch internal clearance, and the pump 

and the model were loaded prior to the heatfng cycle. This 

provided an internal pressure which acted on the end covers 

and counteracted a portion of the boJt force. The oven 

provided temperature control within 5° Fas did the heat 

exchanger (untll the oven temperature dropped below 130° F}. 

At 1;0° F the loadlng was removed and the oven and oft 

allowed to cool to room temperature (5° per hour). 
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Based on the data obtained by thfs test, ft Is pos

sible to make several observatfons: 

' 1. The stress level decreases as the dfstance from 

the gear bore increases. 

2. The entire hou~fng experiences tension fn the _ x-y 

plane. 

3. The bolt holes act as stress risers; this presents 

a problem wfth cyclic loads. It should be noted 

that In operation the pump loadJng · Is cyclfc but 

the nun1ber of cycles ts general ty smal ·I fn cont

parfson to the time the pump rs in operatfon. 

4. Tha lowest stress levels occur on the outside sur

face of the housfng and In the flanges. 

The fol towing recommendations are made to Increase 

the rellabf llty of the design: 

I. Increase the dfstance between the bolt holes and 

the gear bore. 

2. The surface finish can be fmproved (reamfng) whfch 

would fnhfblt the lnftlatlon of a crack. 

3. The housing matertal could be changed from grey 

cast Iron to a higher strength or more ductfle 

material. For example, the endurance lfmft can 

be Increased 20% by using an alumfnum with the 

same tenslle strength. 



ThJs test has been successful In establishfng a bet

ter understanding of the stress patterns Jn an actual housJng. 

It also provides an accurate method for determlnfng stress 
' 

levels of hydraullc components .havfng irregular shapes and 

subjected to a co•ptex form of loading. 




